White blood cell count (WBC) and neutrophils  = Significantly greater than pre-and post-exercise (for all intensities aside from neutrophils where during rest 1 h is only significantly different than post);  = significantly different between rest and low-intensity exercise; * = significantly less than high-intensity at the corresponding time point for both lowintensity and rest; ** = significantly less than 2 h (low-and high-intensity only) Monocytes and lymphocytes  = significantly different from post-exercise for all intensities (Monocytes: rest is only significant at 2 h, Lymphocytes: high-intensity is only significant at 1 h);  = significantly difference between rest and low-intensity exercise; * = significantly less than high-intensity at the corresponding time point for both lowintensity and rest (Lymphocytes: at the post time point significance only occurred for rest vs. high-intensity); ** = significantly less than 2 h in the corresponding intensity (high-intensity only);  significantly different from than pre-exercise (Monocytes: rest and high-intensity only, Lymphocytes: rest only)  = significantly greater than post-exercise within the corresponding intensity;  = significantly greater than rest; * = significantly less than high-intensity at the corresponding time point; ** = significantly less than 2 h in the corresponding intensity;
 significantly different from than pre-exercise (rest and high-intensity only) 
